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Project Management for Kids 
 

 
 

Encouraging the standard for Project Management best practices in Nigeria 
continues with a mentoring act of young individuals in an event organized for pupils 
in various secondary schools in Abuja, Nigeria. In association with ReDance Africa 
Foundation; a non-profit teenage empowerment organization designed to mobilize, 
inspire, empower and unite teenagers and children around Africa with a vision to 
inspire young children and teenagers to become responsible leaders, ProMaCon 
lends guidance to these promising future leaders.  
  
The Programme Director of ProMaCon and CEO @ iCentra Mr. Taopheek Babayeju 
was at the Education for P.E.A.C.E event to express this mission. He educated the 
participants on Project Management and provided his vision on how education can 
be implemented for peace development in view of the social challenges facing Africa 
such as a restricted access to education based on religious affiliation and tribal 
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association. As a creative and artistic person, his generous view on channeling 
creativity via art was duly appreciated as it was relevant to the discussion at this 
event.  
 

        
    

 
 

The Programme Director, ProMaCon, lending a mentoring guidance to the 
young audience. 
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PMI Nigeria Gets Inaugural Board;  
ProMaCon Board Member Ike Nwankwo Becomes 

President 
 

 
 

Drawing reference from a famous saying by Harvey S. Firestone “The growth & 
development of people is the highest calling of leadership” This phrasal position is an 
ample statement suitable to qualify the hard working and dutiful personality of the 
new President of PMI Nigeria, Mr Ike Nwankwo. 
 
Mr. Ike Nwankwo, an astute project Management advocate, a member of ProMaCon 
Steering Board and a Trustee of the National Association of Project Management 
Professionals has emerged as the President of PMI Nigeria. Ike who is connected to 
everything project management in Nigeria has been an advocate for the 
development of the practices.  
 
ProMaCon also celebrates one of its own Mr. Deji Jemiyo elected as one of the VPs. 
Deji is the CEO of Jeman Consulting, the company which has been a consistent 
supporter of the Annual National Project Management Conference. Other board 
members are Adegoke Obembe, Agwu E. Agwu, Bukola Ilufoye, Rosemary 
Imhanwa, Ayodeji Sanya, Peter Honest Dateme. 

 

Appreciating Nigerian Project Management Advocates 
 

The Programme Director, ProMaCon, Mr. Taopheek Babayeju, in an abysmal state 
of nostalgia offers an address that would motivate water works to the ProMaCon 
Steering Board for their efforts in institutionalizing Project Management best practice 
in Nigeria. He presents this in a precise and detailed note of humility. The contents 
are expressed thus:Dear Members of the Steering and Advisory Board, 
 
Looking back seven (7) years when the idea of a National Project Management 
Conference was conceived and toyed with by two young men with no means but 
passion to institutionalise project management best practice in Nigeria, it never 
occurred to any of us that that little idea would turn out to be such a national 
phenomenon. 
 
The success recorded was not just as a result of the novelty of the idea but the 
sacrifices of a few good men and a real good woman. It is with this in mind and with 
very deep sense of humility and profound gratitude that I write you this day to once 
again thank you for your past investments in form of time, knowledge and cash.  
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Without those sacrifices, belief and commitment to this common platform which has 
brought all of us together since 2009, project management would not have been 
where it is today in Nigeria. There is no gain saying that road has been really rough 
and tough but with sincerity of purpose and commitment to the vision and goal we 
have managed to rise above all challenges. 
 

 

Sometimes a heart is full of gratitude but the 
tongue is unable to express it; however, I am 
determined to do so at this time because one did 
not have the chance to celebrate late Chief 
Oluwole Adeosun until he departed. So allow me 
to do so now when the heart and the tongue are 
both willing. Where do I start from?  
 

 

Mr Kolapo Solesi, I remember how you gave us your 
precious time as the first expert advisor (FOC) to the 
project, you made it a point of duty to meet with our young 
team every week at the British Council Abuja. How can I 
ever forget that your company Abridge Consulting was the 
first to donate to the project in 2009, you have been a 
speaker, a moderator and everything. God bless you. 
 

 

 

Mr Tomi Davies, the first ever Project Director of ProMaCon. 
You brought in your wealth of experience and 
accommodated our inexperience and overlooked my naivety. 
You brought in Red Sapphire and using your goodwill, 
directed the maiden edition to success. You have delivered 
wonderful papers and continued to be a pillar of support till 
date. Gracias. 
 

 

 

Mr Deji Ishmael, as the former President of PMI Lagos, you 
brought the clout of PMI to ProMaCon amidst scepticism from 
other board members, you made it your own project, I 
remembered how you marshalled PMI resources to ensure a 
successful outing. I cannot possibly forget the role played by 
Mediabloc in sponsoring refreshment at one of the editions. 
Gratitude. 
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Mr Ike Nwankwo, You added colours to the maiden edition of 
the conference as a self-sponsored diaspora speaker and 
ever since you have contributed immensely towards the 
success of the project. It is on record that you made the 
wonderful presentation for the establishment of the National 
Association and also graciously presented to the Team the 
(N)APM platform. How can I forget how you saved the day at 
ProMaCon 2011 by paying for the accommodation of the 
event managers. Appreciation. 

 

 

Mazi Lambert Ofoegbu, my search online for reputable PM 
practitioners led me to you and ever since you have been an 
inspiration. You offered expert advises and rare institutional 
knowledge, you also used your platform PM Foresight to 
promote everything ProMaCon without any expectation but for 
the good of the practice. You were kind enough to borrow us 
money in 2011 when the project was threatened. God bless 
you. 
 

 

 

Prof. Gibson Okorafor, ever since Lambert introduced you to 
us in 2010 you have been a father and a firm believer in the 
ProMaCon project. Despite your age and schedule of duties 
you have remained consistent with your contribution as an 
expert resource both as a speaker and member of the 
technical committee. You are always willing to contribute to 
any issues raised within the PM Community. You have a 
special place in our hearts. 
 

 

 

 

Engr. Chidi Izuwah, right from the day you saw ProMaCon 
advert in the dailies and placed a call to the secretariat, you 
offered your selfless support and also went ahead to 
influence the participation of the Director General of your 
organisation as a keynote Speaker, you did not stop there as 
you also ensured that ICRC sponsored ProMaCon because 
you believed in the programme – all done without any 
expectation of recompense. You are indeed a perfect 
example of discipline in service and the prayer is that you will 
more than excel in your career. 
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Engr. Toyin Jokosenumi, You came just like any other 
delegate to ProMaCon 2009 leading tens of CBN project 
staff to the first ever National Project Management 
Conference, little did we know that you would become the 
number one champion of the initiative. Ever since then, 
you have provided strategic leadership and continuously 
influenced the participation of CBN through either 
sponsorship or delegate representation. I cannot forget 
how many times you have spent your goodwill and held 
our hands to meet decision makers just to ensure the 
success of the project. We cannot reward you but God will. 

 

 

Mrs Oluyemi Shonubi, the real good woman. I remember 
when you walked up to me at ProMaCon 2009, you offered to 
help and also expressed your willingness to serve as a 
volunteer member of the planning team. I was quick enough 
to recognise genuine intention. 5 years down the line you 
have not only helped, you took ownership. I remember how 
you practically single-handedly organised ProMaCon 2011. 
You did not stop at donating on behalf of your company 
Savant; you brought the event management company 
Senantra who gave us a world class event basically for free 
because we could not pay.  You also borrowed the project a 
million naira that year which up till date we have not been able to pay. And despite 
everything you have not for a second stopped believing in us. Your reward is both 
here on earth and in heaven. 
 

 

Mr Ibraheem Babayeju, you were selflessly in service, you 
used every contact and everything you had to pursue this 
dream. You developed all those wonderful scripts, letters 
and speeches, hounded every public official in Abuja (from 
2007 to 2009), just to ensure buy-in to the project. I have 
no doubt that if you committed the same level of energy to 
any business venture you would have long become a 
billionaire but God sees your heart. I remember vividly how 
we lost a car during early stages and also lost 5 million 
after the maiden event but to the public we made a lot of 
money. Thank you! 

 
It is very necessary for me to do this at this stage because not many young men out 
there are fortunate enough to have the wonderful privilege and opportunity to be 
blessed by great people who can commit to their dreams (even though I can’t 
possibly capture all the good works) 
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Taopheek Babayeju is a seasoned professional with hands-on 

experience in Project Management, Technology and Entrepreneurship. He is known 
for his detailed and analytical approach to solving problems; he specialises in using 
technology and innovations to enhance business models and processes. His 
expertise includes strategies, innovations, planning and concept development.  
 
Taopheek started out his career as a telecoms engineer at TCC Nig. Ltd and later 
attended the United Kingdom Telecoms Academy (UKTA) where he trained as a 
network engineer. Before joining Nigerian Mobile Telecommunications Ltd, MTEL as 
a Network Engineer, he had worked with various organisations in the ICT sector 
including SonyEricsson. While at MTEL he trained as a Project Manager in the 
U.A.E. and certified in U.K. As a Project Engineer at the Implementation Unit, he 
handled several projects including the organisation's network roll-out and expansion 
programmes. He later voluntarily resigned to pursue a career as an independent 
Technology and Project Consultant. He has managed several projects across 
different fields including IT, Telecoms, Civil, and Capacity Development, to mention a 
few. Taopheek studied Physics (Electronics) at the Lagos State University and he is 
an Alumnus of Pan African University.  
 
He is currently the CEO at iCentra and serves as the Programme Director of 
ProMaCon, an initiative that won him PMI award for the "Most Outstanding 
Contribution to Project Management in Nigeria”. He was the Vice President, 
Outreach of the Project Management Institute (PMI Nigeria) and a member of the 
Society for Monitoring and Evaluation of Nigeria (SMEAN). He is also an 
international correspondent for PM World Journal, and an editorial board member of 
PM Foresight Magazine. He is a Certified Entrepreneurial Manager, trainer and 
facilitator.  
 
Taopheek can be contacted at email: taopheek@babayeju.com  
twitter - https://twitter.com/TAOPHEEK 
linkedin - http://ng.linkedin.com/in/taopheekbabayeju 
facebook - https://www.facebook.com/taopheek.babayeju 
youtube - http://www.youtube.com/taopheekbabayeju 
 
To see previous works by Taopheek, visit his author showcase in the PM World Library.  
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ProMaCon, which aims to institutionalise Project Management best practices through 
conferences, workshops, seminars and practice development, started as an initiative 
of iCentra with the cordial support of PMI, but is presently a sovereign organization 
registered as ProMaCon Project Management Foundation and the “National Project 
Management Conference” as a registered trademark of ProMaCon. 
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